FIRST OVER EVEREST
efficiency of the extensive equipment brought out with them.
Meanwhile, The Times had been allotted the newspaper and
photographic rights of the expedition.
In settling the plan of action we had to weigh the relative
claims of the cinematograph and of die oblique and vertical
photographs. We therefore visited die School of Photography
at Farnborough to discuss die possibilities of securing satisfactory
survey in the limited time at our disposal, probably two periods
of twenty minutes per aircraft, over die mountains.The geo-
graphical branch of the General Staff at die War Office, presided
over by Colonel N. M. Macleod, was a staunch ally from die
first. The object was to obtain two strips going towards the
mountain and one coming away, secure the maximum number
of obliques, and expose as much cinema film as could be
carried. Broadly speaking, we decided that die vertical photo-
graph should govern the actual courses to be taken on the way
towards the mountain for both aircraft, and for one aircraft on
the return journey; the time over the mountain to be devoted
to changing the magazines on die vertical cameras, and to taking
oblique and cinema photographs of the actual peak. It will
be seen elsewhere how all this worked out under Slacker's
care.
The question of meteorological data was then taken up widi
Dr. Norman, the Director of Meteorology in India, who
arranged to supply our requirements and to that end set up
special balloon stations at Darjeeling and Puniea. We asked for
a forecast twenty-four hours ahead as to possible weather in die
vicinity of Everest, with wind speeds and directions at heights
up to 35,000 feet, to be furnished twice daily if possible*
We now determined on preliminary tests to justify our
shipping the aircraft to India. It was decided that, if both
machines could be flown once to the height required, 33,000
feet, with the full load on board, and provided the apparatus
functioned to reasonable satisfaction, we could proceed with die
shipping arrangements.
******
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